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"Vis_age", but by ·cotnpen'sation it\s a ;piece. One 
cquld imagine . th4t every · sound ·was ·serialized ac;c;..ording to 
half a dozen parameters · . . ''iane Marming' s , performance, as might have 
been e:h'"Pected, was first class but the sound reproducdon of the tape 
was disappointing in quality. 

The other piec_e in the programme for the same combination -
"There the true silence is" by Philip Lane - obviously showed the 
composer finding his feet in the electronic medium, but I liked it and 
thought it had good points. Like 11Philomel 11 the tape held a tight 
rein upon its resources, and range of tone colour and kept mostly to 
discreet pitches. Unlike Babbitt, Philip Lane did not have the benefit 
of the immensely sophisticated RCA synthesiser: the absence of any 
stereophonic effect showed it had been produced with limited resources. 
In con.tras t to Babbitt' s precisely notated vocal score demonstrated 
by the high degree of synchronisation between soloist tape -
Lane's piece had a freer justaposition of the two - the more usual 
procedure. The text by Thomas Hood was imaginatively set. 

In more conventional vein, for voice and piano, were Peter 
Lawson's· songs from his cycle ''Sitting in Farmya:rd Mild" which I found 
an unsympathetic setting of MacNeice's verse. Though therewere some 

· nice things in the piano writing , it · too ' was 'unsatisfactory · in its rather 
embarrassit'lg pictorialism. As a whole it seeined uncertain of its 

· idiom. However, the cycle received a Royal Philharmonic Society prize so 
there must be those who disagree lvith me. 

By contrast the three sets of Webern songs (Ops. 12, 23 and 25) 
interspersed in the programme were superb niodels of how to write for 
voice and piano - just enough notes <md no more to evoke each song's 

mood. A high quality performance brought over the marvellous 
muSic behind the awesome printed page. 

DAVID Ll. ROBERTS. 
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